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The Extraction and Recognition of Facial

　　　　Images in the Complex Background

Dai Ying ＊, Yasuaki Nakano ＊＊ and Hidetoshi Miyao＊＊

複雑背景中の顔画像の抽出と識別

戴螢＊ 中野康明＊＊ 宮尾秀俊＊＊

　　111this　paper，　we　proposed　a　1．1ew　method　for　face　extraction　i11七he　complex

backgroullds．　Based　oll　the　space　gray　level　depellde1ユce　matrix，　a　facia，l　textllre

model　composed　by　a　set　of　ille（1ualities　was　derived．　The　weigh七coef登ciellts　hl

the　ineqllalities　w（うre　decidedもhrough　Perceptron　type　learllillg．　Accordillg　to　this

facial　texture　model，七he　face　positions　i1玉the　complex　backgro乱mds　were　deもected

and　locε㌧ted　effectively．

　　Next，　the　experimental　eviderlces　for　deterrninaもing　the　resolution　bound・f

facial　images　at　whicll　the　faces　cεm　be　ide1ユtified　were　given　o11七he　basis　of　sub－

jective七ests．　Machh！e　recognitiol！based　on　the　pattern　1エユa七chhユ9　aPProach　was

also　executed．　The　experi111elltal　resu1七s　st199est　that　the　boul！d　for七he　correct

recogllition　by　patterll　matchhlg　IIletllod　co111cides　with　that　of　perceptiolla1七ests，

alld　the　patterll　lnatching　is　al．so　effec七ive　to　the　f為ce　reco91！itioll　with　low　quality

lmages・

1。 1聡亀rod聡ctio聡

Recently，　the　stud｝・of　the　face　recognition　techniques　has　given　rise　to　the　more

illterests　for　researc1ユers　fronユthe　viewpohlt　of　Inεし11y　aPplicatiolls　such　as　security

systelns，　crilnillal　ideRtifications　and　teleconferences．

　Many　researchers　have　reported　face　reco9玉ユitioll　techlliques1）り2），3）4）・However，

these　reseεしrclles　assu1！1e　that　the　facial　parts　have　alre批dy　been　isolated．
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  It is tlie key step for fac;e recognition to extract the facial parts from t,he low

qualit･.y images. Froin a pract,ical viewpoint the extract,ioll of faeial images iiQust be

dolle autoniat,icall>r. FLirt,herinore, t,he qiialit,y inight, be very low in niany situatiolls.

For example, a secarity system. "rhere a CCD camera wit,h 512 × 512 resolution coxrers

a who}e ent,race ha,II, it might give only 20 × 30 pixels to a face, ancl the focusing of

lenses inight, not, be so good.

  There has been litt,le diseussion on t,he face extraction froin complex backgrouncls

ancl the lower bound of the resolution to give t,he suflicient perforinance in face

l'eCOglllt,1011.

  In this paper, we proposed a new ipethod for the face ext･ract,ion in the coniplex

bacl<gromicl, Basecl on the space gray level matrix (SGLD) 5). a textural moclel

composecl by a set of fac;e judgement, conditions was derived as a set of ineqtialities.

By means of t,his textural mo(lel, we designecl a kind of scanning scheme for face

extract,ion in t,he complex backgrounds.

  Aft･er ext,yact,ing t･he facial parts from complex bael<grounds, we tried to have a t,est,

on t,he recognition ef facial images wkh low quality based on the 1iuma,n perception, In

the perception testr facial iniages with variety of resolution were given, and hurnan

subjects familiar with these faces were asked to identify them. By this test, an

a,pproximat,e resolution bound of face recognition based on the human perception was

obtailled. The computatiorial recognit,ion experiments based oii a pat,tern matching

method were also done and the yesuks gave good correspondence wjth the perception

t,est･.

2. [R]exturai geea¢eftre ModeN ofthe FaciaR gmages

2.1 Space Gray LeveR Dependence Matrix

The performance of the space gray level dependence (SGLD) matrix which is used

in text,ural feature analysis was presented by Haralick 5). Let us denote the size of

an ima,ge to be analyzecl by X × Y pixels. The gray Ievel appearing in each pixel is

quantized to L levels. Let, L. == {O,1,..,,X- 1}, and L, -= {O,1,...,Y- 1} be the

sets of horizontal and vertical indiees respectively, and G = {O, 1, ..,,L - 1} that of

quantized gray levels. Let I(i,j') be the gray Ievel value at pixel(i,]) E (L. × Ly).

Suppose R,b(m, n) to be the number of occurrence in which two neighboring pixels

displaced by a vector (nz,n) oii the image have gra>r level a and b, respectively. A

matrix composed by .liZb(m, n) is called as space gray level dependence matrix (SGLD)

P(rn,,n), with a paramet,er veetor (rn,,n). The formula to obtain 1%b(n?,,n) is defined

by

 -FZb(m, n) = ll{((i,2'), (i+m, 1' + 7z)) E (L. × L,), I(i, 2') = a, l(i+nz,]' +n) = b} (1)

where # denotes the number of elements in the set.
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  The frequency norma,lizat,ion for t,he matrix can be comput,ed approximately by the

formula･ N,b(m,n) = R,b(m,n)/M, vKrhere A4 =: X × Y is the tot,al number of pixels

of the image to be aaialyzed.

  By means of SGLD matrix, a set･ of textural features can be derived. Especially,

we consider two of t･hem, which will be used in the next section, They are covariance,

inertia, a,ncl inverse difference features. The equations which define these measures

of text,llral feaCures are

                              L-1L-1

                    Bf(m,n) =£2(a-b)2Ai.b(m,n) (2)
                              a==O b=O

                      B.(n?,7?)-illl.i,iLtr.lli,t'ab((.M-'il, (3)

where L is number of gray levels, and ge denetes average level. Accordingly, with

vary. ing in m and n, a set of array can be formed, the elemeilts of which are BJ(m, n),

and BD(m, n) respectively. Let Bf, and BD denote these array respectively, then

                            BJ(O,e) ... Bi(M,O)

                    BJ= (4)
                           Bt(O,N) ... Bi(M,Af)

                           BD(O,O) ... BD(M,e)

                    BD == (5)
                           BD(O,Ar･) ... BD(M,N)

In these arrays, A4 and Ar ai'e the upper limit,s of displacement to be determined by

a preliminary experiment.

2.2 Texture Model of Faces Based en the SGLD Matrix

The facial images can be considered as a kind of textare with some special textural

characteristics. First,, Che texture of facial images is not, of orientatioi} aiid duplieation,

bue appears as a whole. Second, it, is nearly symmet,ric respect to the medial axis.

On t,he other hand, from the view of gray level distribution of facial images, we 1<now

that the gray level variation on the local region in the horizontal direction is notE

larger than the one in t,he vertica,1 direction on the whole, because of the influence

of eyes, moutlis, and facia･1 gradient. Besides, according to the facial shape, the gray

levels of neighboring pixels are considered homogeneous in the local region. Due to

the ana,lysis above, we can use the feature parameter ynatrix of SGLD to deseribe the

facial features.
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  The neighbor set, of a certain pixel (i, j') can be given by

           N, = {v= (g,k) :O f{ l-i <- AJi, andO s{l k-1' <- N2}

The feat,ure n]at,rices BJ, and BD in eq. (4) and (5) are c:alculat,ed on t･he neighbor-

hoocl At'
i,･

 Obserxriiig Bi's calciilat･ed foy inany huinan faces, we can get

                  Bi(n?,i,?}i) < Bi('rn･2,ni), if mi < 'n?･2,

                  BI(Ml.?ll) < BJ(77Zl,712-)), Z'f 711 < fZ2:

                    Bi(rni,ni)(1 + zt]) < BJ(m2,nL)),

if O gil r2 li - Il ri ll< VEi - 1. an(1 l e(r2) 1>1 e(ri) 1, where ri = Oni, n,),

 Here 'a; is a posit,ive coefficient.

 A,Ioreov･er, because of t}]e homogei}eit,y on t･he loca,l region for factjal part,

observecl t,hat,

                            BD(7]Z, 71) < C,

where O < c< 1, an.d(m. ?i) E D,,, (m･,7}･) i!C (O.O).

  If zv i's large enough aii(l c is sn'iall enough, ancl if thesr are stable for facial images,

we can use lneq. (6) and (9) as the charac:terist･ics of t,hem. In other words, these t･wo

coeflfic]'ent will serve to disc'riininate the fa,cial parts froni other parts. Thus, t･he facial

region ean be esti!nat,ecl as siich area where ineq'ualities (6)-(9) hold, The vkreight u.,

arid c can be deterinined b.y sainple Iearning.

(6)

(7)

(8)

it is

(9)

2.3 Examination for Facial Feature Model

In order to obtain the weight coeflieient･s zL, and c, we use 40 facial image samples wkh

2e different faces under the c5fferent, light condition for learning, The experiinents

test,ified t,hat･ the coefflcient･s converge t･o 'tv = O.3 and c == O.6.

 Next, we performed an experiment with about 150 test samples to exainine the

performance of the facial fea,ttn'e model clescribed above. The samples included ftAl

facial images, nonfaciaJ images, and t,he images which only haye part of face. Exain-

ples of test saniples are shoxvn in Fig.1. ri["he size of images were varied from 12 × 16

to 20 × 26. By calculating the paramet･er matrix Bi and Bp of SGLD, the facial
images were det,ermined, if the Bi and BD met the inequa,lities (6), (7), (8), (9). The

experiment,a･1 resuks are shown in Table 1.

  Aecording t,o the experiinent,al result, we ca,n conclllde that, the facial feature model

described above is effective. VKvre can expect that it works for extracting the facial parts

in t,he complex backgrotmcls. In the next, section, we will discuss the face extraction

using the above inodel.
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Figure 1

                       ill

Test samples with varied portions

   Table l Experimei]t result

the Complex Background

of facial parts

81

testsamples rateofsamplesdeterminedasfaces

case number
fullfacialimg.

2/3facialimg.

1/2facialimg.

1/4facialimg.

nonfacialiing.

20

25

3e

25

50

loeU/o

80%
4O9J{e

6%
2'/o

          3. Extrac£ion of the Facial gmages

Based on the facial fea,t,ure model described above, a methocl to extract facial parts

from full image is proposed. In this scheme, the original lmage is scanned by windovLr

for locating the facial position on the basis of facial feature model. The choice of

the window size depends mainly on two factors: 1) how Iarge are the localized faces;

2)whether does the moclel represent the facial feakires in a window of such size.

                                              ma

Accor

    Figure 2 Overlaped regions and post-processing resu}t

ding to the examina£ion for the facial feature model performance, the part of
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image scanned by window will be considered as face, if the winclow contains "face"

pixels more thaii a ha3£ So, t,he horizonta,1 and vert,ical st,ep length of sean for

searching the face position is set as 1/3 of window's width and height respectively.

Calculating the inertia and inverse difference matrix Bi and BD of image in the

scanning window, it is considered that the facial part exists in this window, if the

elements of matrixs meet the inequalities (6)-(9). This procedure continues until

whole image is scanned,

  The !'egions extractecl as facia,1 parts may be overlapped, beeause the window moves

with rather small step. Using an intelligent post-processing algorithm, overlapped

candidates ean be unified, An example of the processed results is shown in Fig.2.

`cg,. SRxbjective [ffrests for Face IRecogKaieien

The samples for subjective test consisted of 14 facial images taken from 11 persons.

Among them, a eouple of images were taken for 3 pgrsons wit,h a,ncl without glasses,

[l]he widt,h of facial images were varied froin 12 pixels to 20 pixels. Fig.3 shows a set

of samples on this test.
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Figure 3 Facial images with varied resolution

From left to right, original, 20 × 26, 16 × 20 and 12 × 15

  Nine subjects who are familiar with the inputed faces were asked to recognize these

facial images, and give the answer of belonging to someone or being unrecognizable.

  The experiments showed that at the resolution of 12 × 16 pixels, the images become

almost unreeognizable. At the resolution of 16×20 pixels, the number ofunrecognized

images decreased, and a,Il the test images can be identified by three subjects who are

considered to have the powerful identification ability. It indicates the information of

the images with this resolution are reserved essentially. At the resolution of 2e × 26

pixels, all facial images can be recognized correctly. The conclusion roughly coincides

that of preliminary resuks suggested by Harmoni).
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5. Face Recognition Based on Patteva MatchixEg

5.1 Pattern Matching Based on Similarities

Along with the subjective tests, we executed computer recognition experiments. As

the simplest and most basic method, we adopted a pattern matching approach, where

the siinilarity between the template and test images with a certain resolution is used

to identify the t,est lmages. The recognition performance will be compared at the

various resolution. The similarity is defined by the,formula

                       ff(f(x, y) - f)(t(x, y) - bdxdy
              77Z =
                    f f(f(x, y) - f)2dxdy f f(t(x, y) - b2dxdy

where
  f(x,y),t(x,y): template and test images, respectively.

  f, t-: the average of gray valttes of f(x, y) and t(x, y), respectively.

  It is well l<nown that the similarity is in the range of [-1,ll. The larger the value

is, the more resemble the template and test images are.

5.2 ExperimentalResultsbythePatternMatchingMethod

The samples of facial images which were used by subjective tests set the subjects

with or without glasses as the t,wo set of templates respectively. These template

samples were normalized and the resolution was varied from 8 × 10 pixels to 20 × 26

pixels. Two kiRds of similarity matrices between the test and template samples were

computed. One of them was the similarity matrix in which the template set included

the subjects with glasses, and the test samples were the subjects without glasses.

The results are shown in Table 2. The other was just contrary, but the results are

not showii because of die Iacl< of space.

5.3 Experimental Results under Temporal Variations

In the experiments at t･he preceding sections, the photographs used were taken in a

very short era. As to investigate the influence of temporal variations, we executed

another series of recognition. Pliotographs of five subjects were taken about one year

later than the former experiments. They were subjects 2,6,7,8,10. Sttbject 7 put

glasses on, and photographs vLrith and without glasses were ta,ken.

  In these images, the blurring was done by optical means rather than by computer

sirnulation. In other words, the photographs were takeR at a long distance, and the

enlargement ratio was changed in the developmeRt of the photo-prints. The whole

scene of a photograph from which a face was extracted is shown in Fig.4.

  The sampling pitch was adjusted so as to represent the facial part at 8 × 10, 12 × 16,

16 × 20, and 20 × 26 resolution. A set of samples are shown in Fig.5. Using these
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    Table 2 Similarity Matrices

resolution:8×10pixels

test similarity

1rg 2"g 3 4 5 6 7"g 8 9 10 II

O.84

O.34

O.70

O.4I

O.76

O.47

O.31

O.72

O.41

O.63

O.72

O.62

e.61

O,82

O.73

O.42

e.74

O.47

O.79

O.52

O.95

O.59

O.78

e.53

O.64

O.74

e.66

O.55

O.73

O.52

O.66

O.46

O.58

resolution:12×16pixels
test siinilarity

1.g 2g 3 4 5 6 7Hg 8 9 10 11

e.78

O.34

O.65

O.45

O.76

O.48

O.33

O.59

O.45

O.63

O.60

O.56

e.so

O.62

O.57

O.34

O.55

O.42

e.56

O.48

O.89

O.58

O.72

O.57

O.53

O.64

O.56

0.44

O.67

O.38

O.59

O.40

O.59

resolut,ion:16×20pixels

test similarity

1mg 2-g 3 4 5 6 7-g8 9 IO 11

O.73

O.40

O.64

O.37

e.73

O.52

O.36

O.62

e.43

O.60

e.6o

O.63

O.50

O.68

O.64

O.38

O.66

O.38

O.62

O.54

O.87

e.44

O.68

O.46

O.57

O.60

O.58

O.38

O.69

O.38

e.51

O.49

O.53

resolution:2e×26pixels
test similarity

1.g 2-g 3 4 5 6 7-g 8 9 10 11

O.71

021
O.59

O.36

O.70

O.39

O.38

O.44

O.41

e.52

O.56

e.48

O.53

e.58

O.44

O.24

O.28

e.3o

O.55

O.38

O.87

O.49

O.67

O.47

O.47

O.53

O,55

e.45

O.68

O.40

O.56

O.30

O.46
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Figure 4 Whole scene from which the faeial image in Fig.5 is extraeted

images, the recognition experiments based on pattern matching were executed. The

results using 20 × 26 resolution are showR in Table 3, but other results are not shown

in order to save the space.
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Figure 5 [l]est samples with different resolution

varied from 8 × le to 2e × 26

5.4 Analysis of the Results

Aecording to the recognition results in Table2, one of test samples withottt glasses

can Bot be identified with the resoltttion corresponding to 8 × 10 pixels, although all

test samples with glasses are identified with a series of resolution based on a min-

distance criterion between test and temp}ate samples. On the other hand, we can

observe that the distances between the different subject's templates each other keep

large ei]oegh not to be disturbed by the degradatlon of facial image's quality beyond

resolution corresponding to 16 × 20 pixels, but below that resolution, the distances

between the eandidate and other samples become small, and the similarity distance

rank are varied. In Table 3, we find that except one of them, all test samples beyond
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Table 3 Similarity between test and template samples

resolution:20x26pixels

test similarity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

2
6
7
7
-
g
8
1
0

O.42

O.34

O.56

O.59

O.52

O.41

e.78

O.65

e.55

e.47

O.60

O.77

O.32

O.70

O.17

O.24

O.35

O.62

O.69

O.49

O.62

O.51

O.66

O.59

O.56

O.51

O.31

O.31

O.50

O.64

O.19

O.53

O.Ol

G.OO

O.25

e.46

O.61

O.50

O.76

O.72

O.64

O.51

O.68

O.54

O.53

O.43

O.69

O.72

O.70

O,38

O.54

o.4e

O.67

O.45

O.57

O.62

O.35

O.35

O.56

O.81

O.23

o.4e

O.33

O.42

O.34

O.44

resolution corresponding to 16 × 20 pixels were identified correctly based on the min-

distance criterion between test and template samples. The reason that one of test

samples cottld not be identified is that the!'e are too much difference between the test

and its template patterns to be yecognized even by human, But below the resolution

corresponding to 16 × 20 pixels, the error of identification becomes larger based on

the min-distance criterion.

  Considering the results above, we can conclude that the optima,l resolution of face

images for machine reeognition is about 16 × 20 pixels. This resolution corresponds

with the results of subjective tests given in the previous section.

                        6. ¢oltclusion

The face extraction in the complex backgrounds using facial textural model based on

SGLD matrix was newly proposed and tested.

  We conclade that the facial texture model based on SGLD matrix we presented

is effective to facial images wit,h Iow qtiality. Using the method, facial/nonfacial

discrimination experiments were conducted and the recognition rate of 10e% and

the false alarm rate of 2% were obtained. Also, the facial texture model is robust,

and is applied in extracting facial parts in the complex baclcgrounds successfully. In

the fa,ce extraction experiments using 30 images containing 70 faces in the complex

bacl<groiitnds, all facial parts were extracted correctly, with the false alarm rate of

5%.

  On the other hand, the experiments based on the human perception and recogni-

tion processing showed that the bound of the low quality of the facial images which

can be identified is corresponding to 16 × 20 pixels. A series of computer recogni-

tion experiments was also execuied, changing the resolution from 8 × 10 to 20 × 26.
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Recognit･ion scheme was based on the template matching method. From eleven can-

dldates, the scheme succeeded to identify the correct person, when the resolution

corresponded 16 × 20 or better.

 The recognition scheme was tested under the more severe conditlon, where the

photographs taken frorn long distance were used so as to give low qttality images of

faces. Furthermore, the test images Nxrere taken about one year after those of the

templates. The result of computer recognition also showed correspondence with the

subjeetive test explained above.
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